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1- What is the meaning of 'achievement'?
1. Something good and impressive that you succeed in doing
2. Having a lot of money, nice houses, expensive things, etc
3. Something bad and unimpressive that you succeed in doing
4. Losing a lot of money, nice houses, expensive things, etc

2- What is the meaning of 'blur'?
1. Increase in business activity

2. Decrease in business activity

3. Become clear

4. Become unclear

3- What is the meaning of 'dignity'?
1. The quality of being serious and formal
2. The quantity of being serious and formal
3. The state of not understanding what is happening
4. The state of understanding what is happening

4- What is the activity of starting and running businesses?
1. Earthquake

2. Enterprise

3. Elaboration

4. Evaluation

3. Forethought

4. Projection

5- What is the planning for feature?
1. Foodstuff

2. Proceed

6- What is the moving backward and forward while hanging from a particular point?
1. Swing

2. Striking

3. Slumping

4. Supplying

7- The reference in the dictionary gives one clue to the Confusion.
1. 

2. 

3.



4. 

8- When we talk about a street ‘plan’ of London, we mean something quite different from when we

talk about our ‘plan’ to . . . . London next year.
1. hide

2. start

3. stop

4. visit

9- Today without . . . . planning, the complex fabric of our material civilization would begin to crack

up.
1. Enterprise

2. Evaluation

3. Elaborate

4. Earthquake

10- As a general activity, ................. is the making of an orderly sequence of action that will lead to

the achievement of a stated goal.
1. Designer
3  از1 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. Dividing

3. Planner
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4. Planning
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11- What is the meaning of 'analogy'?
1. Degree of difference
2. Degree of likeness
3. Use of machine that need no human control
4. Use of machine that need human control

12- What is the meaning of 'initiative'?
1. Ability to act without help or advice

2. Develop and change rapidly

3. Develop and change gradually

4. Ability to act with help or advice

13- What is the meaning of 'modify'?
1. Make small changes to something in order to improve it
2. Make large changes to something in order to improve it
3. Ordinary and not interesting or exciting
4. Extraordinary and interesting or exciting

14- What is the synonym of remarkable?
1. Refine

2. Fine

3. Unusual

4. Usual

15- What is 'the general direction or course of development'?
1. Technology

2. Trend

3. Bilateral

4. Automation

16- What is the meaning of 'Sophisticated'?
1. busy

2. easy

3. happy

4. highly developed

17- By this time management education had further Evolved.
1. stopped

2. started

3. changed

4. broken

18- Norbert Wiener had suggested that automation would Liberate the human race from the necessity

to do mundane tasks.
1.   

2.  

3.   

4.  

19- A planner made a plan which took into account the facts and interpretation Revealed in the survey

and analysis.
1. taken

2. interested

3. broken

4. shown

20- This new sequences of planning might be Succinctly described as goals.
1. mentally
3  از2 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. clearly

3. recently
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4. likely
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21- What is the meaning of 'absurd'?
1. Completely reasonable

2. Completely unreasonable

3. Speak or say clearly

4. Speak or say unclearly

22- What is the meaning of 'articulate'?
1. Completely reasonable

2. Completely unreasonable

3. Speak or say clearly

4. Speak or say unclearly

23- What is the meaning of 'demolition'?
1.

Destruction of a building

2.

Construction of a building

3.

Decrease of buildings

4.

Increase of buildings

3.

Frame

4.

Expertise

3.

Precise

4.

Intolerable

3.

Sanitary

4.

Stability

24- What is 'the structure on which something is build'?
1.

Feasible

2.

Explicit

25- Which word is synonym with 'too difficult'?
1.

Feasible

2.

Logical

26- Which word is synonym with 'look like'?
1.

Reliable

2.

Resemble

27- The whole planning process is more clearly articulated, more Logical and more explicit.
1.  

2. 

3.  

!

4.  "

28- The alternative system has created many new problems and . . . . of its own.
1.

Voyages

2.

Territories

3.

Pitfalls

4.

Stabilities

29- When Sanitary engineers consider a sewer plan, their work certainly has a spatial component.
1.

#

2.

$

3. %&'

4.



30- The engineer, or colleagues are doubtless all working with plans which are spatial representations

of their Territory.
1.

attempt

3  از3 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2.

trip

3.

change
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4.

region
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